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Vizrt TriCaster TC1 Pro

Dostępność Zapytaj o dostępność

Producent Vizrt

Opis produktu
TriCaster® 1 Pro

The perfect production powerhouse.  TriCaster 1 Pro is an incredibly powerful production system for the modern producer,
publisher, and content creator. The perfect balance of investment and power for mid-sized productions with intense demands
on quality and feature set.  TriCaster 1 Pro is equipped with the industry’s leading software-driven production technology and
hundreds of future-ready capabilities that allow today’s professionals to take advantage of established and emerging
workflows to produce more of the incredible content their viewers crave and deliver it whenever and wherever they watch.

Live Call Connect - Increased agility with seamless integration of multiple remote callers from popular video
communication applications like Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, FaceTime, Zoom, Skype TX, Microsoft® Teams,
Discord, Slack and Tencent as four unique video inputs.  
NDI|HX Camera Apps - Users can now download and use the NDI TriCaster Camera App for Android and iOS, free of
charge; turning any mobile device into a live production camera.
Variables Support in Macros -  A dynamic and powerful tool that allows operators to use logic in macros to deliver
complex productions more easily.  
Neural Voice Isolation - Clean audio at the touch of a button. Using AI, TriCaster can cancel or reduce background
noise and automatically detect voices; maintaining all-important production quality.  
Live Streaming & Publishing - TriCaster 1 Pro supports encoding of 3 channels - configure and launch live streaming
video to the web with built-in streaming encoders supporting a choice of connection types, resolutions, and streaming
providers, including multiple preset options and custom profile settings.  
Quality Monitoring - Operators will now be able to see the resolution / frame rate of every video source coming into
their TriCaster to ensure they can always be confident of the quality of their sources
 Alpha Channel Outputs - Perfect for remote workflows, operators can now send Alpha Channel through one of the MIX
outs. Bringing post production closer to live, users can use the keying on TriCaster to feed graphics or real time 3D
creation tools.  
Customized Workspace - Bring the LivePanel™ Builder into the TriCaster; create bespoke user interfaces and
customize each preset within the User Interface; making your distributed workflows simpler more cohesive and never
compromising on quality.
 Live Story Creator - A revolutionary approach to program automation using Microsoft Word®. It is as simple as
building a script in Microsoft Word® with triggers for actions, once loaded into the TriCaster 1 Pro the show is easily
executed.
NDI® Genlock - Allows users to match outputs to a common sync pulse telling it exactly when to send a frame of
video.  
LiveGraphics™ - Design animated titles, motion graphics, and looping effects using popular Adobe® Creative Cloud®
tools—then import them directly into your TriCaster 1 Pro. LiveGraphics™ lets you produce and present spectacular
live graphics faster and easier than ever before.
LivePanel™ - Create your own software-based control panels and operate your TriCaster 1 Pro from any compatible
desktop or mobile device—anywhere on the network. Easily accessible through any Web browser or operating system,
LivePanel™ includes production-ready control panels for remote video mixing, media playback, audio mixing, and
macro automation.  
Plus access to many more advanced product features. 
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Rejestracja Vizrt

WAMM Video Solutions posiada status Platinum Partnera Vizrt

Aby zarejestrować produkt firmy Vizrt skorzystaj z linku.
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